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The mystical implications of Om

Practical applications for experiencing the benefits of OM

How to properly teach Om as taught in Traditional Yoga settings

Dedicated to the inner mystic, the creative child, 
the wandering spirit and the teacher in all.

Whether you are a new practitioner of Yoga and chanting, or a 

teacher/coach desiring to share the knowledge of Om in a more 

traditional sense, this guide will expound upon the Om mantra in an 

easily digestible way, giving you the confidence to chant, and the 

knowledge to share the benefits of Om.

In this guide you will learn:



Imagine a seed. Seeds are small, compact, and very powerful. Within the seed is all 
the knowledge of a full grown tree, with all its roots, branches, leaves, & fruit. 
 
All of that knowledge, from the root to the fruit is embedded in the seed from which 
it grows. The small seed has all the power and knowledge of a full grown tree 
embedded within its tiny form.
 
The same power of the seed, is the power of the seed mantra. 
 
Mantra means tool for the mind in Sanskrit, the ancient language og the Yogis. Seed 
mantras don’t have a literal meaning in Sanskrit. The power is embedded in the 
sound. Seed mantras are small, ancient sounds which have a compelling effect on 
the body-mind complex.
 
 Om is the seed mantra which we hear most often chanted in Yoga classes. This 
sound has also been extensively studied by modern science. But why has our 
modern community connected so deeply with this ancient sound?

The Om
Om in the Yogic tradition is a Beeja Mantra. Beeja in Sanskrit translates to seed



To first study the Om we need to understand where our modern day Yoga has sprung 
from. The history of Om, is the history of Yoga.
 
There is no saying how old the philosophy of Yoga really is, yet 1000’s of years ago, 
the teachings of Yoga were at last recorded in written form, arising from the oral 
teachings that were transmitted between scholars, sages, and Gurus to their 
disciples (students). 
 
The Upanishads are revered as the first texts on spirituality and give a detailed 
account on the spiritual laws of the universe and how one can habituate themselves 
to a spiritual awareness.
 
In our modern lives, we focus obsessively on our mind & body. We go to therapy for 
our intense emotions and rely on pharmaceutical remedies to cure us of our 
anxieties and stress related ailments. The 1000 year old teachings bring us back to an 
understanding of the nature of the Self. 
 
Yoga is a means for Self realization. Yoga and its practices can enhance our 
connection to spirit, and help us to live a more naturally happy and healthy life. One 
of the most powerful Yoga practices is Om chanting, derived from these ancient 
books.

The History of Om



Om is said to be a primal sound, the sound from which all other sounds emerge. Om 
can be broken down into 3 sounds. 
 
play with these sounds for a moment to understand. 

How to Practice Om Chanting

AAAAA, OOOOH and MMMMM, are the 3 sounds which make up Aum. These three 
sounds are the only 3 sounds that our bodies can make without the use of the 
tongue. The different placements of the tongue in the mouth shape all the other 
sounds which we are able to express. 
 
When you chant these three sounds, see where in your body they vibrate. Study 
yourself and notice how these sounds touch upon your whole system. 
 
Om is an activating sound, a calming sound and a sound which when repeated 
enough, can deconstruct the ego so we rest in a formless state of awareness, fully 
residing in the truth of our own existence. At the start simply notice the vibration 
without expectations.



The Om in the Yogic tradition, is said to have created the whole of existence. From 
this perspective, the entire universe is vibrating with the sound of Om. 
 
In Hindu creation mythology, all of the cosmos, including our own world was 
birthed from this sound. In the mystic sense, all of reality exists on an Om, and with 
that imagery in mind, we are a ripple effect of its vibration. 
 
Creation, perseverance and destruction are the 3 fundamental forces of the world, 
and are represented in our own personality complex (mind, body, & speech). We 
were created from a seed, maintained in the womb, maintained in the world, and 
some day our bodies and its functions will breakdown. All of these fundamental 
forces can be seen in nature, and are symbolized in the 3 sounds of om. Ahhhhh, 
Ooooooh, & MMMMMM

Mystical Implications of Om



Om is not only a mystical sound, it has modern health and happiness benefits which 
have been studied by science as well as 1000’s of years of empirical study by 
practitioners of Yoga. 
 
Just like there are songs that soothe and activate, there are sounds that soothe and 
activate. Sound effects both our psychological, & physiological states. Cross 
culturally, indigenous communities use sound for healing, rituals, ceremony, and 
celebration in both ancient times, and now as a modern revival of ritual. 
 
In the Yoga tradition, Japa is a discipline which involves chanting a mantra with a 
mala, 108 beads on a string. A sincere student of Yoga is given a mantra by their 
teacher and instructed to chant a particular amount of rounds on the mala.
 
The Yogis knew that reciting certain sounds influenced the nervous system of the 
body, expanding and diminishing emotional states, and could be used as a tool for 
the mind. Mantras have been used by Yogis for 1000’s of years to induce higher 
states of consciousness with measurable results.
 
A scientific study published in The International Journal of Computer Science, 
concluded that Om chanting promotes a steady mind. These scientists studied the 
wavelength formations in the minds of  beginners chanting om. 
 
When first chanting om, the wave length formations were irregular, suggesting that 
the minds of the practitioners were fluctuating, but after repetitive chanting, over an 
extended period of time, the wave length formations became regular and patterned, 
suggesting the practitioners minds were steadied and calm. 
 
A calm steady mind is also a happy mind. The physiological components of 
happiness are linked to chemical releases in our brains and even in our intestines. 
Chanting, sounding, vocal toning and singing release these neurotransmitters into 
our system and are responsible for the feelings of happiness, love, trust, and positive 
emotions.

Modern Day Health Benefits



Sound is coming to the forefront of our consciousness as a healing art form.
 
As we have learned, it is an ancient practice to chant sounds to soothe, calm, and 
activate the mind. It is an ancient practice to use music in healing ceremony, and it is 
a modern practice to reawaken to sound as a great and powerful tool for healing.
 
The sound of your own voice is more powerful than you may realize. Think about it, 
it is always accessible, it vibrates from within as well as expands out around us. 
Sound is a carrier of intention. Sound holds our messages and convey our meanings. 
Your voice is the connector, it builds relationships and can destroy them just as 
quickly. 
 
Modern science understands that everything at its core is in a state of vibration. The 
tiniest subatomic particles which make up everything in our known reality are in a 
state of vibration. 
 
We are in a state of vibration, our bodies, and the organs, glands, and nerves that 
constitute our physiology are a denser vibration, while our thoughts and emotions 
are a subtle vibration. Nevertheless, since everything is vibrating, even the 
seemingly formless, our thoughts are a form of vibrating energy. Everything has a 
sound even if it is not perceivable by our hearing sense.
 
I like to say that we are in essence made of sound.
 
adhering to this ancient knowledge, we can utilize sound in a myriad forms of self 
healing. We can literally tune the instrument of the body with the sound of our own 
voice. We can clear and amplify energy with the sound of our own voice too.
 
Playing with sound in our own bodies is the beginning stages of understanding how 
to self heal with sound.

Healing with Sound



It enhances the practice to understand the benefits & implications for your practice. 
If you practice Yoga, and chant om, you will receive the benefits, but if you use all of 
your capacities, including your understanding mind to create the sound of Om, you 
will enhance your practice because belief is everything. Start with the whys. Use the 
examples from this guide to explain to your people, why this works and what they 
can expect. 

For Teachers & Coaches Section

When you practice, and receive results, your desire to share the practice comes from 
an authentic, wholesome place. I started with 15 minutes of Om chanting a day and 
increased from there. It was really obvious from then on which days I did my 
practice and which days I put it off. When we take 5 - 30 minutes even to om, we start 
to see the results ripple out into our days.

If you are leading a Yoga class, chant Om proudly and with your whole voice. If you 
believe the practice is weird, then that energy will ripple out into your teachings. 
Understand om for yourself, practice om and receive the results. Once you do this, 
invite your students to engage from a place of knowing. Continuously work with the 
sweet power of your own unique voice to expand the sound, and send the intention 
of calm, peace, and confidence into the sound.

Explain the whys

Create a self practice

Invite your students with confidence



I am a vibrational therapist, Yoga educator, & vocal empowerment coach. I help 
conscious creatives, all over the world unleash the power of their voice, and free 
their creativity. Working with me is like having your very own freedom coach, 
specializing in releasing creative blocks for a more vibrant & connected life. 
 
In my courses, workshops & retreats we will Om, write, move and play with the 
intention of freeing the things that block our creativity and keep us stuck in old 
patterns. 
 
My one-one coaching services get you to the root of your own creative blocks, and get 
you empowered to move stuck energy and create new, healthy practices. 
 
What would life be like if there were nothing holding you back?
 
Imagine having someone on your side who sees you for more than the roles you play, 
and understands that your potential is way greater than the current situations 
which may be dimming your creative light.
 
You are the one who holds the power, I can help you own that power, untame your 
voice, and free your creativity to help you design the life you've always wanted to 
live.
 
For purchasing this book, you receive a  FREE creative consult to start creating a 
plan for your most  vibrant life. Book Your Free Call Today.
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